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Executive Phone

!
ProSecurePhone technology allows 
devices, wired and wireless, with an 
open operating system that has either 
a cellular or Internet connection to 
have the following:  !
Secure voice call meta data:  There is no record 
of the calling phone making NOR receiving phone 
receiving the call on either the cellular carrier or the 
Internet connection. Cellular carrier and Internet 
Provider are unaware of calls in progress. 
Calls Cannot be Intercepted: any tap on the 
secure connection will disconnect the secure 
connection. 
Calls Cannot be Recorded: digitally encrypted 
Devices interoperate: smart phones, personal 
computers, laptops, tablets etc, will all operate with 
each other. 
Secure Conference Calling  and integration with 
your Contact List 
Pseudo Phone Number. ProSecurePhone accounts 
use a Pseudo phone number for voice, text and 
emails. Therefore if captured are meaningless on any 
traditional cell phone or landline network. 
Theft or Loss does not compromise system 
security: User mush know the account pseudo 
phone number, username and password. 
ProSecurePhone provides central and remote account 
suspension. 

!!
Secure text and email: text and email do not use 
traditional network protocol.  
There is no record: no record or trail of text and 
email traffic between devices. Text and emails are 
stored on the device encrypted and NEVER stored 
unencrypted.  
Devices require decryption Key from 
ProSecurePhone server and must enter account 
pseudo phone number, username and password to 
view email or text.  
Connections Worldwide and Proxy techniques to 
conceal location of servers. 
Randomizing techniques prevent the blocking of 
commonly used IP addresses.  
Double tunnel method used to secure data to a 
secure egress point, making SideJacking and 
FireSheep exploits not effective. 
   !!

Magically we join all technology together 
with very minimal effect to traffic speed … 

our fast lane is free.!!!
For more details visit Procysive.com!!
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Developed to be 
invisible on all 
cellular carriers, 
WiFis and LANs

Military Grade Phone
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LEGAL  !
Secure the Client Attorney Privilege!!
Can not be recorded!!
Nothing is stored or traceable!!
Private conversations remain truly private!!
Nothing is discoverable!!
International calls within network are free!

MEDICAL !
Insures Provider/patient communication is 
HIPA compliant!!
Prevent interception of calls and 
conversations!!
Reduce risk of privacy leaks, personal 
information leaks, embarrassing medical 
leaks!!
Secure chat /email for patient information!

BUSINESS,  PRIVATE and VIP !
Secure Conference calling!!
Devices interoperate!!
Cannot be recorded or traced!!
Secure text and email!!
Worldwide Connections!!!

MILITARY AND SECURITY !
Secure and Invisible  Communication!!
Cannot be intercepted !!
Worldwide Connections!!
Loss or theft does not compromise 
operation!!
Randomizing prevents blocking of IP 
addresses!

SOME OF THE MANY SPECIALTY APPLICATION FOR PROSECUREPHONE
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